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Climate Change and environment deterioration the NEXT disaster

This guide can help a producer/farmer/grower understand the basic 

norms, practices and mitigation measures that need to be proactively adhered to 

control this deterioration. 

The guide reveals that a mitigation plan can help. An important aspect of this 

Green Disaster Management plan is to understand whether you as a 

producer/farmer/grower are proactive and responsive today to prevent 

environment deterioration. 

Who is a proactive and responsive producer/farmer/grower?

A proactive and responsive producer is one who can successfully deal with 

both continuous climate change, and situational needs by complying to certain 

guidelines and delimiters, where this could mean ownership to periodically 

understand whether there is a lack of strategy that may lead to financial losses, 

failure of crops, reduced production or consequent environment deterioration. 

Being responsive as a producer
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What could be your immediate question?

What can a producer like me do to control or combat this? The government is 

working out different strategies for green healthcare, manufacturing, IT services, 

farming etc, but the designing of a plan for one vision (Green energy) is yet 

emerging.

What is this one vision?

Producers will need to agree to produce with Green energy. To produce food 

(natural energy) that can be categorized as green, a producer must have a plan to 

farm and sustain to not only deal with demand/supply needs, but also to control 

responsiveness that in time turn the land into a less fertile and less 

self-sustaining piece of land that can cause self-degeneration, or impact the 

environment or also lead to further climate change lifecycles.

Is this vision another one of the many programmes to help producers?

No. This one vision is a step to make the producers responsive with the help any

assistance that can be offered by the government/association/farmers society.

Being responsive as a producer
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What is this one vision policy to produce with Green energy?

As farmers today face self-destruction for more than one reason, this policy 

can ensure that every producer becomes part of a Green energy formation or 

ecosystem, where there is an Association/Advisory panel/Self-sustaining 

Producer-or-Consumer chain that can assist and guide its evaluations to help it 

produce with Green energy.

Whilst producing for Green energy, the producer will be assisted by information 

and inspection before seeding, during and after cultivation or harvesting, even

periodically and on an escalated basis, to ensure that the producer is guided by 

a Green energy conformance indicator or series of indicators that can prevent 

degeneration in fertility or consequent problems in production or growing 

patterns.

Being responsive as a producer
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Is this conformance simply being Green in practices?

A  proactive and responsive producer/farmer/grower must have the following 

readiness systems for preventing or controlling issues like “FOOD 

SCARCITY, FOOD UNAVAILABILITY, FOOD SURPLUS, FUNDS INSUFFICIENCY, 

IMPLEMENTS INSUFFICIENCY, DEGRADATION TO THE ENVIRONMENT” i.e. 

1. A good directional system and self-motivating system

2. Effective control systems & rate of growth based standardized offset systems

3. Guided or mitigation driven farming or growing practices, procedures and 

systems (dependent on what is called as a Green energy formation and 

ecosystem)

What is being Green in the CYCLE OF MULTIPLICATION?

A PRODUCER MUST PRODUCE-ENOUGH TO NOT ONLY MEET DEMAND BUT 

ALSO TO CONTRIBUTE TOWARDS NEW STANDARDIZED OFFSET SAVINGS THAT 

ARE IMPORTANT FOR THAT PRODUCER TO CONTROL RISKS IDENTIFIED EARLIER.

Being responsive as a producer
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WHAT ARE STANDARDIZED OFFSET SAVINGS?

These are delimiters that help a producer plan for climate change mitigation 

readiness. It is becoming mandatory to adopt green practices to be 

compliant or to be partially conformant (as suitable to the piece of land), but the 

need to produce with guided savings is not yet known to all. 

Association of a profile for standardized offset savings

Climate change mitigation is still new, it can be guided by a (profile specific) one 

vision policy that there should be some standardized savings that a producer 

must demonstrate in the following areas:

1. Growth rate (soil utilization, seeds selected, cropping patterns, practices 
adopted to make the produce more fit for marketability / consumption)

2. Utilization of energy (electricity, diesel, fuel, owned non-conventional 
alternatives)

3. Utilization of natural resources (environment around the piece of land, 
running water or stored water or underground water)   

Being responsive as a producer
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4. Utilization of man-made resources (fertilizers/chemicals, manure,  irrigation 
systems, drainage systems) 

5. Utilization of man-made resources  (inefficient or out of date farm 
implements, diesel sets, other facilities) 

6. Utilization of sensitization, preparedness, & assessments (like the green 
disaster feedback and tabulations record book, FMCEA/ FMEA practices) in 
utilization and running of facilities

7. Decisions to stock produce and material important for growing

The important change being that these delimiters are not just about compliance 

for green practices, but are also a new responsiveness for what can be called 

mandatory standardized offset delimiters, where the offset term refers to 

the responsiveness shown by the producer for a one vision policy decision 

communicated by an advisory panel/ authority/ contact centre/ call centre. 

This can be communicated on the basis of what is expected from any producer as 

part of a one vision autonomic function for its production/ cultivation lifecycle.

Being responsive as a producer
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What is a good directional system and self-motivating system?

From the Green disaster management perspective, this comprises of context like 

1. Having a well-understood purpose that describes what the producer will do 

for climate change mitigation

2. A Readiness vision that describes what steps will be taken to be prepared for 

Green disasters. This includes what investment measures, growing/farming

measures, learning and training measures for STANDARDIZED OFFSET SAVINGS

and Gap analysis measures for inspection related issues. It also includes 

ownership to assess damages to a piece of land occurring out of lifecycles that 

lead to less self-sustaining cycles or climate change.

3. One vision Values that describe what recognition policies, rules and measures 

the producer will set as targets to produce with new self-sustenance. This also 

includes being FMCEA/ FMEA process driven to ensure problems are identified 

early, confronted and solved to ensure responsiveness.

Being responsive as a producer
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What are the common effective control systems and rate of growth specific 

standardized offset systems?

What makes a climate change mitigation plan efficient is the element of 

control possible for the producer, here 2 factors stand out primarily i.e. his or her 

rate of growth culture and strategy.

By rate of growth culture, the guide refers to the following:

1. Cohesiveness of the farmer/grower/plantation owner to deliver for the one 

vision policy

2. Addressing of individual belief systems that influence behavior of whether I 

am accountable, is it part of my plantation/garden/farm/site, what happens to 

my rate of growth, profits or productivity etc

Being responsive as a producer
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3. Any norm or feedback policy to simulate, monitor, and improve the 

overall responsiveness with which the producer can fulfill the need to 

demonstrate one vision based STANDARDIZED OFFSET SAVINGS (where these 

savings are part of an autonomic function that will help prevent or control green 

disasters)

Being responsive as a producer
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By Guided or mitigation driven farming or growing systems or procedures, the 

guide refers to the following:

1. Explanations of why climate change mitigation is important to the 

the producer

2. A responsive understanding of whom the producer is producing for and how 

other producers/consumers may be effective or inept in acting independently for 

the one vision standardized offset savings

3. An indication of why readiness could matter in competitive differentiation 

when it comes to recognizing and rewarding independent effort

4. Conducting of training, and improvement of learning to ensure the food being 

produced / co-produced meets the one vision interests

5. An identification of funding and incentives available for the Green energy 

formation and ecosystem that the producer is associated with (this will help 

prevent farmers from committing acts of self-destruction when faced by failure or 

diverse situations)

Being responsive as a producer
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The Guided or mitigation driven farming or growing systems or procedures must 

be well-designed and easy to perform. These systems or procedures must include 

the following:

1. An ownership structure that is simple and transparent like having a Climate 

change mitigation committee, a dedicated team of people who will shoulder 

much of the responsibilities & discharge specific duties for the self-defined  

pro-activeness important for the one vision policy

2. A flatter ownership hierarchy that permits dedicated people to take 

decisions as close to the problem as possible, where purpose, vision, values and 

strategy help drive what best can be done  

3. Well-thought of people management systems, where training, participation 

systems, added role play in objectives systems, incentive planning etc help bring

about standardized offset savings for the one vision policy

Being responsive as a producer
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4. Well-designed farming procedures, processes and instructions that can be 

easily adopted. They must importantly be

+ Easy to perform and assess in inspection or gap analysis

+ Plantation/ garden/ farm/ plot-centric to meet needs for STANDARDIZATION

+ Aligned with the information, or knowledge and feedback available with the 
producer to ensure right decision-making or delegation

+ Intricacies-and-vulnerabilities-based to ensure best approaches are adopted

+ Agile enough to accommodate corrective action, or adopt feedback

Being responsive as a producer
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Key considerations
Depending upon the food produced or services offered, the producer will be 
expected to adhere to the following norms:

1. Define one vision policy based profile to help know the producer

2. Assess the possibility of this profile leading to damage, deterioration, 
transformation and workout a plausible FMCEA / FMEA based readiness, repair 
and restoration strategy

3. Organize the producer’s utilization of energy ( man-made and/or natural 
resources)/ implements/ facilities so they conform to a benchmarked profile 
defined to get the standardized offset savings expected (from such a producer) 

4. Validate and plan for compliance for the benchmarked delimiters

5. Deploy an Advisory panel, or Authority, or Contact Centre, or Call Centre 
driven Information Desk to address need for compliance
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Key considerations

6. Fulfill need for compliance via different steps for conformance 

7. Plan for regular or external inspections with the help of the Information 
Desk  (uneducated producers could rely on authorized supervisors for this) 

7. Acknowledge and respond to risks, lacunae, or issues identified by these 
inspections

8. Use the feedback and tabulations record book to provide feedback to the 
Advisory panel, or Authority, or  Contact Centre, or Call Centre 

9. Raise awareness about process of climate change mitigation in other 
people/ co-producers 
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What are the main problems that a producer must anticipate and introspect 

while planning a climate change mitigation solution?

1. Lack of overall readiness

2. Lack of information or how to knowledge

3. Lack of clarity of purpose, vision, values and strategy for climate change 
mitigation

4. Inadequate implements or resource planning

5. Insufficient or inappropriate information gathering standards 

6. Financial stress making mitigation a non-value adding activity

7. Not enough forethought about what kind of repair and restoration 
programmes may be needed for certain scenarios/risks mitigation/

8. Lack of role play for quick thinking to take remedial action when things go 
wrong

NOTE: (uneducated producers could rely on authorized supervisors for this) 

Key considerations
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What is the first step?

Identifying of the profile (with details about the standardized offset savings 

possible) with less harmful consequences keeping in mind hazards and

vulnerabilities such as 

Hazards can refer to: 

1. Natural disasters like earthquakes, floods, cyclones, hurricanes, famine, heat 

wave, cold wave etc.

2. Man-made disasters like fires, attacks by pests, degradation of the 

environment, soil, infrastructure or implements failures etc.

Vulnerabilities can refer to:

1. Location of plantation/garden/farm/plot i.e. crowded neighborhood, 

industrial region, polluted region, isolated place, generally unsafe area, other 

inherited vulnerabilities due to geographical conditions

2. Type of food produce

3. Harmful use or misuse of “energy / man-made and/or natural resources / 

facilities”, ineptness of people to correct or prevent deterioration/degradation

Key considerations
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4. Mixed background of people when it comes to experience for green practices

5. Lack of climate change mitigation awareness and education

6. Inadequate planning for climate change mitigation

7. Unplanned expansion or aging of land / facility

8. Unplanned urbanization of location/locations in and around 
plantation/garden/farm/site

Green Disaster risk probability = Hazards relevant * Vulnerabilities that exist

Capacity of the land / facility to bear disaster

This probability can be rated as Controlled Impact, Low Impact, Medium Impact, 

Significant Impact, High risk etc, which then will drive what the producer will 

need to do for climate change mitigation readiness and mitigation. 

NOTE: (uneducated producers could rely on authorized supervisors for this) 

Key considerations
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Designing of a climate change mitigation plan will include the following:

1. Sensitization meeting with the producer and helping hands to bring about 

awareness of need for climate change mitigation

2. Formation of the climate change mitigation committee, which will be the 

main decision-making body for formulation of policy and plan for climate change 

mitigation. The committee can be constituted by the following members:

a. Owner

b. Curator, Plantation/Garden/Farm/Site /Facility Administrator

c. Representatives of the people working 

d. Advisory panel/Authority/Contact Centre/Call Centre representative

3. Hazard identification with details of any history of green disasters, 

identification of any potential hazard, preparation of a seasonality calendar 

showing the months of occurrences of weather or climate conditions/other 

produce specific events and the months for sensitization, preparedness, & 

assessments.

4.  A detailed inventory of resources to be used for climate change mitigation

Key considerations
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After identifying the green disaster risk probability, the NEXT Steps are to develop 

strategies for Risk reduction and Risk Transfer.

Risk reduction involves

1. Designing of a climate change mitigation plan where each hazard relevant 

to the plantation/garden/farm/site will need a different type of preparedness

2. Designing of a Contingency plan reckoner to help answer crucial questions

3. Designing of a possible growth/NEXT steps charter to identify and coordinate 

work by all teams involved in climate change mitigation

4. Development of a Risk Mitigation plan to reduce impact or severity of losses 

that occur during a green disaster

Risk transfer involves

1. Getting produce / crop insurance policies to protect the producer from losses 

due to degeneration or deterioration 

2. Arranging for contingency funds / climate change mitigation funds

Key considerations 
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5. Carrying out of a mapping exercise on various parameters like risks, 

vulnerabilities and capacity to deal with occurrences. Some of the maps that can 

be designed are as follows:

a.   Plantation/garden/farm/site/facility mapping of vulnerable areas

b. Social mapping and facility mapping of trained people available, helping 

hands available, solar panels, pumps / generators / diesel sets available, tube 

wells, bore wells, wells,  other water sources available, irrigation and

drainage patterns / systems, tools or implements, fire extinguisher systems 

available for climate change mitigation, etc

c. People mapping of kinds of people/helping hands that are incapable of 

independent action, have limited knowledge etc

d. Vulnerability mapping of types of risks/disasters that can affect land and/or 

location, location of electrical installations, treatment plants, tall/weak 

structures, old and defunct infrastructure, hazardous material being stocked, 

fertilizers/chemicals/explosive material being stocked, people/helping hands at 

risk etc

Key considerations
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e. Cause & Effect mapping with Safe and alternate implementation mapping to 

give the people managing the plantation/garden/farm/site an opportunity to use 

Risk reduction and Risk Transfer mechanisms for specific disasters

6. Selection of a climate change mitigation team and deciding of constitution 

of sub-teams or task forces to conduct core activities i.e.  like

a. Early assessment / On schedule assessment team

b. Role of the climate change mitigation coordinator

c. Damage assessment team

d. Safe and Alternatives mechanisms trained staff

e. Roles of the Plantation/Garden/Farm/Site/Facility management team

f. Staff/People/Helping hands practices counseling team etc

7. Arrangement of training for each of the climate change mitigation teams/task 
forces at the overall level, at the Risk reduction and Risk Transfer level, etc

Key considerations
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8. Planning and scheduling of assessments, updating of observations via the 

Information Desk 

8. Periodic gap analysis/preparedness assessment and updating of policy and 

plan

10. Maintaining of a green disaster feedback and tabulations record book 

that does also contain a readiness based step by step approach for 

doing things to avoid green disaster situations (the data will vary from Green 

energy formation to formation)

NOTE: (uneducated producers could rely on authorized supervisors for this) 

Key considerations
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A Contingency Plan reckoner which helps answer crucial questions that form 

basic elements of the plan i.e.

Key considerations
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Who This specifies who does what

Whom Whom to contact for climate
change mitigation details

Where Where to stop practices / where to 
stop or reduce growing in case of 
issues etc

When When to bring different aspects of 
the plan to action

What What to do in particular situations
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Who This specifies who does what

How How to do particular things that are 
needed for climate change 
mitigation

Why Why should things be done 
according to a plan, why should 
some things be done in unforeseen 
aspects



A team charter (for all the teams involved in climate change mitigation) that 

outlines the following details:

1. Name of team and names of members

2. Who does this team report to?

3. Focus and content of work for the whole team and individual team members

4. What does this team and its members need to do their work, in terms of 
“Kaizen’s 5Ms i.e. manpower, materials, tools/implements/machines/ 
equipment, methods/SOPs, measurements”?

5. What is this team and its members accountable for?

6. What authority does this team and its members have to take decisions and 
commit to action?

7. What does meeting objectives seem like for this team and its members?

8. What else can this team and its members do?

9. What to do if things go wrong or when plans cannot be implemented?

10. How can this team and its members deal with unforeseen un-workability etc?

Key considerations
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A Risk Mitigation plan should outline those activities that help the organization 

check or control the environment deterioration/ damage that will cause a 

green disaster i.e. 

1. It should involve structural mitigation to assess and ensure the 

facilities/buildings, installations and other farming related construction activity 

conform to norms

2. It should also involve non-structural mitigation like 

a. Legal framework planning and establishment

b. Land-use or space-use planning

c. Conformant utilization of soil, seeds, cropping patterns, practices adopted to 
make the produce more fit for marketability / consumption

d. Conformant utilization of energy (electricity, diesel, fuel, owned alternatives) 

e. Conformant utilization of natural resources (environment around the piece of 
land, running water or stored water or underground water)   

Key considerations
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f. Conformant utilization of man-made resources (fertilizers/chemicals, manure,  
irrigation systems, drainage systems) 

g. Storage and inventory planning

h. Financial framework and incentives planning

h. Training and education

i. Awareness raising/sensitization

Stepping further

The expectation to achieve sustainable agriculture depends upon the 

innovativeness shown by the dedicated organizations brain storming for this 

purpose.  The need of the hour is to work in unison to acknowledge, assess, 

manage and control climate change related crisis levels.

You are told to refer to the document “… (Demand Drop)” to understand how one 

can address the demand drop issue affecting agriculturists.

Key considerations
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